
September 28, 2021 

A Letter from Randy Johnston, Director of Lending 
 

At EDC, our team has the privilege and pleasure of working with many members of the business 
community to enhance Lancaster’s economy. Through EDC Finance, we specifically focus on 
delivering economic development financing tools to our business community. These tools allow 
businesses to save interest expense, conserve capital and reduce risk when considering 
expansion projects. Often these tools are used when businesses are building a new location, 
expanding their current location or purchasing long term equipment to meet customer needs.  

These projects are watershed moments for small business filled with details and risk, when 
entrepreneurial spirit meets pragmatic planning. Success means positioning the company for 
growth into the future, which will deliver dividends to the owners, employees, and the 
community. The range of projects that EDC Finance has supported during my tenure with EDC 
Finance has been amazing. From dance schools to high-tech machine shops and from event 
venues and to creameries, the variety has been spectacular, interesting and highlights the 
diversity of the Lancaster economy.  

It has been a true pleasure learning about these businesses, assisting with the project financing 
and working with the business owners. Anybody know the optimum temperature for serving 
ice-cream? How about the size tolerance for a titanium steel spinal implant or how popular 
Lancaster County is for out-of-town weddings?    

As I reflect on my ten years with EDC Finance, one thing stands out: the quality of our small 
business owners and the local professionals that support them. Small business ownership, a key 
component of our country and county, is its own special club of passionate commitment, 
rewards, headaches and guts. The rewards and risks of membership are not to be 
underestimated. Neither are the community benefits.  We are blessed in Lancaster County with 
the quality, spirit and success of our small business owners.     

Time and again our staff gets to witness business owner’s navigation of these watershed 
projects, aided by their professionals - bankers, lawyers, accountants, commercial realtors and 
development professionals. Many owners are embarking on these sizable projects for the first 
time. They do so with openness, practicality, a willingness to listen and understanding that is 
uncommon. This approach, this business ethic, is a tremendous community asset.  

The collaborative feel of the interactions and the true thankfulness from the small businesses 
we serve with EDC Finance’s tools has been a great joy of my employment with the 
organization.   

To the business professionals who share your customers with us for the betterment of the 
project, thank you for trusting us to deliver in a professional customer-oriented manner.  



To our tireless EDC Finance volunteer board, thank you for expert advice and assistance.  
Without you, our good work would not be possible.  

To the businesses that trust our team to guide them through the tangles and deliver the 
benefits of economic development financing, we strive to clarify, streamline and expedite the 
process for you.  When you win, we win.  

I leave EDC ready for my next chapter, which includes more time with my wife and family, 
travel and golf.  My best wishes to the talented team at EDC as they carry the torch supporting 
business growth in Lancaster County. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Randy Johnston 
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